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as to allow imprecision in belief representation, by pro-viding the possibility to assign intervals, or fuzzy num-bers, to crisp or fuzzy propositions. Whereas the pos-sibility of such an extension had already been evokedby a few authors [15, 6], no sound and computation-ally tractable framework was available. Such a frame-work is proposed in this paper, based on the conceptsof interval-valued and fuzzy-valued belief structures,de�ned, respectively, as crisp and fuzzy sets of gener-alized belief structures.2 BackgroundLet 
 denote a �nite set of possible answers to a cer-tain question, and Y a variable describing the correct(but unknown) answer. According to the TBM, it isassumed that the beliefs held by a rational agent (de-noted by \You") regarding Y , given a certain bodyof evidence, may be represented by a belief structure(BS), de�ned as a function m from 2
 to [0; 1], verify-ing: XA�
m(A) = 1: (1)The subsets A of 
 such that m(A) > 0 are the fo-cal elements of m, and the quantities m(A) are calledbelief numbers. A BS m such that m(;) = 0 is saidto be normal. The normality condition correspondsto the certainty that Y lies in 
. If 
 is assumedto be exhaustive (closed-world assumption), then sucha condition should be imposed (this is the situationinitially considered by Shafer [7]). In the most gen-eral case, however, the allocation of a positive beliefnumber to the empty set is interpreted in the TBM asquantifying You belief that Y 62 
 [9].Assuming Your state of belief to be described by m,Your total belief in the proposition Y 2 A is repre-sented by a number, called the credibility of A, and



de�ned as: belm(A) , X;6=B�Am(B): (2)Such a function belm : 2
 7! [0; 1], called a belief func-tion, may be shown to have the property of completemonotonicity [7]. Smets recently proposed a set ofaxioms justifying the use of belief functions for rep-resenting degrees of belief [8]. Closely related to thenotion of belief function is that of plausibility function,de�ned for each A � 
 as:plm(A) , belm(
)� belm( �A) (3)where �A denotes the complement of A. The quantityplm(A) receives a natural interpretation as the amountof potential support that could be given to A, if furtherevidence became available.Let us now assume that you collect two distinct piecesof evidence coming from two di�erent sources. Let m1andm2 denote the BS's induced by each of these piecesof evidence considered individually. Then, m1 and m2may be combined in several di�erent ways, dependingon Your knowledge concerning the reliability of thetwo sources. If you know that they both are reliable,then You may combine m1 and m2 conjunctively byde�ning a new BS m1 \m2 as:(m1 \m2)(A) , XB\C=Am1(B)m2(C); (4)for all A � 
. On the other hand, if You only knowthat at least one of the two sources is reliable, thenthe corresponding BS's should rather be combined ina disjunctive fashion, replacing \ by [ in the aboveequation.Note that the conjunctive sum as described by (4) mayproduce a subnormal BS (i.e., it is possible to have(m1 \ m2)(;) > 0). Under the closed-world assump-tion, some kind of normalization thus has to be per-formed. The Dempster normalization procedure con-verts a subnormal BS m into a normal BS m� by divid-ing each belief number by 1�m(;) [7]. To avoid somecounterintuitive e�ects of this rule in case of conictingevidence, Yager [13] proposed to convert a subnormalBS m into a normal one m� by transferring the massm(;) to 
. However, the association of the conjunctivesum with this normalization procedure (hereafter re-ferred to as Yager normalization) de�nes an operationon BS's which is not associative.As argued by several authors [7, 9], a distinctive advan-tage of the TBM as compared to the classical Bayesianapproach based on probability measures resides in itsability to represent the state of total ignorance. How-ever, the TBM in its standard form does not allow

You to assign degrees of belief to ambiguous proposi-tions such as typically expressed in verbal statements.Nevertheless, the theory may be extended to allow de-grees of belief to be assigned to fuzzy subsets of thepossibility space.The idea of extending the concepts of evidence the-ory to fuzzy sets was �rst put forward by Zadeh [15],in relation to his work on information granularity andPossibility theory. Zadeh's approach leads to the de�-nition of a generalized belief structure1 (GBS) as a BSwith fuzzy focal elements Fi, 1 � i � n. The conceptof plausibility of a fuzzy subset A may then be gener-alized as the expectation of the conditional possibilitymeasure of A given that Y is Fi, de�ned as:plm(A) , nXi=1m(Fi)�(AjFi) (5)with �(AjFi) , max!2
 �A(!) ^ �Fi(!). Similarly,the credibility of a fuzzy subset A induced by a GBSm may be de�ned as the expectation of the conditionalnecessity of A:belm(A) , nXi=1m(Fi)N (AjFi) (6)with N (AjFi) , 1� �( �AjFi).Remark: The condition that the fuzzy focal ele-ments of a GBS m be normal generalizes the normalitycondition imposed to classical belief structures underthe closed-world assumption. If this condition is re-laxed, the de�nition of the conditional necessity of Agiven Fi should to be changed to:N (AjFi) , �(
jFi)� �( �AjFi); (7)as remarked by Dubois and Prade [4]. Equation (6) isthen still a valid generalization of (2).The next step in the generalization of evidence theoryto fuzzy events concerns the combination of GBS's.As proposed by Yager [12], the conjunctive and dis-junctive sums may be readily extended to fuzzy beliefstructures by replacing the crisp intersection and unionby fuzzy counterparts, de�ned for example using themin and max operations. More generally, any binaryset operator r de�nes a corresponding operation onGBS's such that:(m1rm2)(A) , XBrC=Am1(B)m2(C) (8)1Such a function is called a fuzzy BS by Yager [11]; how-ever, we prefer to avoid this term here in order to avoid anyconfusion with the notion of fuzzy-valued BS introduced inthis paper.



where A is an arbitrary fuzzy subset of 
 [12].Of course, the combination of two normal GBS's us-ing, for example, the conjunctive sum, may produce asubnormal GBS. If the normality condition is enforced,the conversion of an arbitrary GBS into a normal onemay be performed by generalizing either of the Demp-ster and Yager normalization procedures. Yager [13]proposed to generalize the Dempster procedure as:m�(A) , PB�=A hBm(B)PB2F(m) hBm(B) (9)where hB = max! �B(!) denotes the height of B,B� is the normal fuzzy set de�ned by �B� (!) =�B(!)=hB, and F(m) is the set of focal elements of m(this procedure is called soft normalization par Yager).In [13], it is also proposed to generalize the Yager pro-cedure as: m�(A) , XB�=Am(B) (10)where B� is a normal fuzzy set de�ned by �B� (!) =�B(!) + 1� hB .3 Interval-valued belief structuresGeneralized belief structures as de�ned above pro-vide a means of representing someone's belief in vaguepropositions such as produced in natural language.However, they still assign precise real numbers to eachfocal element, thereby ignoring the uncertainty at-tached to elicited belief numbers in many realistic sit-uations. In this section, we go one step further inthe generalization of evidence theory, by allowing be-lief masses to be provided in the form of intervals.Although the concept of interval-valued belief struc-ture de�ned in this section is interesting its own right[2], it is mainly seen in this paper as a preliminarystep towards the complete fuzzi�cation of the TBM(undertaken in the next section) in which fuzzy beliefnumbers are allowed to be assigned to fuzzy proposi-tions.3.1 De�nitionsIn this section, interval-valued belief structures (IBS's)are introduced as convex sets of GBS's verifying cer-tain constraints. In the rest of this paper, we denoteby [0; 1]
 the set of fuzzy subsets of 
, and by S
 theset of GBS's2 on 
. The reader is referred to a longerpaper [2] for detailed proofs of most results presentedin this section.2Unless explicitly stated, no distinction shall be madebetween BS's with crisp and fuzzy focal elements, neithershall we assume the BS's to be normalized.

Definition 1 (Interval-valued BS)An interval-valued belief structure (IBS) m is a nonempty subset of S
 such that there exist n crispor fuzzy subsets F1; : : : ; Fn of 
, and n intervals([ai; bi])1�i�n of R, such that m 2m iif� ai � m(Fi) � bi 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, and� nXi=1m(Fi) = 1. �An IBS is thus completely speci�ed by a set of focal el-ements, and a corresponding set of intervals. However,it is important to note that this representation is notunique: since both bi and 1�Pj 6=i ai are upper boundsof m(Fi), it is clear that, whenever bi � 1 �Pj 6=i ai,bi may be replaced by a higher bound b0i � bi. To ob-tain a unique characterization ofm, we thus introducethe concepts of tightest lower and upper bounds of m,de�ned for all A 2 [0; 1]
 as, respectively:m�(A) , minm2mm(A) (11)m+(A) , maxm2mm(A): (12)We may then de�ne the set F(m) of focal elements ofm as F(m) , fA 2 [0; 1]
jm+(A) > 0g:The tightest bounds may easily obtained from any setof intervals [ai; bi] de�ning m by:m�(Fi) = max24ai; 1�Xj 6=i bj35m+(Fi) = min24bi; 1�Xj 6=i aj35for all 1 � i � n, and m�(A) = m+(A) = 0, for allA =2 F(m).BS's with at most three focal elements may be con-veniently represented as points of the two-dimensionalprobability simplex [10]. This is an equilateral trianglewith unit height, in which the masses assigned to eachof the three focal elements are identi�ed with perpen-dicular distances to each side of the triangle. In thisrepresentation, each constraint of the form m(F ) �m+(F ) or m(F ) � m�(F ) for some F 2 F(m) isidenti�ed with a line parallel to one side of the trian-gle, and dividing the simplex in two parts. An IBSis thus represented as a convex polyhedron with sidesparallel to sides of the triangle (Figure 1).3.2 Interval-valued belief functionsGiven an IBS m, and a crisp or fuzzy subset A of 
,let us now consider the problem of determining the
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Figure 1: Representation of an IBS in the probabilitysimplex.possible values of belm(A) (de�ned by (6)), where mranges overm. Since this quantity is a linear combina-tion of belief numbers constrained to lie in closed inter-vals, its range is itself a closed interval. Let bel�m(A)and bel+m(A) denote, respectively, the minimum andmaximum of belm(A) for all m 2 m. The interval[bel�m(A); bel+m(A)] will be called the credibility inter-val of A induced by m, and will be noted belm(A).The function belm : A 7! belm(A) will be called theinterval-valued belief function induced by m 3.The practical determination of credibility intervals in-volves the resolution of a particular class of linear pro-gramming (LP) problems, in which the goal is to �ndthe minimum and maximum of a linear function ofn variables x1; : : : ; xn, under one linear equality con-straint and a set of box constraints. A general solutionto this problem was provided by Dubois and Prade[3, 5] who proved the following theorem:Theorem 1 (Dubois and Prade, 1981)Let x1; : : : ; xn be n variables linked by the followingconstraints: nXi=1 xi = 1ai � xi � bi 1 � i � nand let f be a function de�ned by f(x1; : : : ; xn) =3It must be noted that the set belm is not the set Bmof belief functions induced by some IBS in m. However, weobviously have the inclusion Bm � belm, which allows toregard belm as an approximation to Bm (it is in fact thesmallest interval-valued belief function containing Bm).

Pni=1 cixi with 0 � c1 � c2 � : : : � cn. Thenminf = maxk=1;n0@k�1Xj=1 bjcj + �kck + nXj=k+1ajcj1Amaxf = mink=1;n0@k�1Xj=1 ajcj + �kck + nXj=k+1 bjcj1Awith �k = 1 �Pk�1j=1 bj �Pnj=k+1 aj and �k = 1 �Pk�1j=1 aj �Pnj=k+1 bj: �Hence, an exact determination of bel�m(A) andbel+m(A) may be obtained without resorting to an it-erative procedure. In particular, when both A andthe focal elements of m are crisp, the coe�cients ciin Theorem 1 are all equal to 0 or 1; one then ob-tains without di�culty the following expressions forthe bounds of belm(A):bel�(A) = max0@ XB2IAm�(B); 1 � XB 62IAm+(B)1Abel+(A) = min0@ XB2IAm+(B); 1� XB 62IAm�(B)1A ;where IA denotes the set of non empty subsets of A.Needless to say, the approach adopted above to de�nethe credibility interval of a fuzzy event A may easily betransposed to the de�nition of the plausibility intervalof A, denoted as plm(A):plm(A) , [minm2m plm(A);maxm2m plm(A)]:The bounds of plm(A) are easily obtained using The-orem 1, in exactly the same way as explained above.3.3 Combination of IBS'sAs already mentioned, any binary set operation r in-duces a binary operation on GBS's (also denoted rfor simplicity) through (8). In this section, we go onestep further in the generalization process by extend-ing any binary operation in S
 to IBS's. This will beachieved by considering the lower and upper boundsof (m1rm2)(A), for all A 2 [0; 1]
.Definition 2 (Combination of two IBS's)Letm1 andm2 be two IBS's on the same frame 
, andlet r be a binary operation on BS's. The combinationofm1 andm2 by r is de�ned as the IBSm = m1rm2with bounds:m�(A) = min(m1;m2)2m1�m2(m1rm2)(A)m+(A) = max(m1;m2)2m1�m2(m1rm2)(A)



for all A 2 [0; 1]
. �It may be shown by counterexamples [2] that the ex-tension of the r operation from BS's to IBS's per-formed according to De�nition 2 does not, in general,preserve the associativity property, i.e., we may have(m1rm2)rm3 6= m1r(m2rm3)for some m1, m2 and m3. To avoid any inuence ofthe order in which n IBS's are combined, it is there-fore necessary to combine them at once using an n-arycombination operator introduced in the following def-inition.Definition 3 (Combination of n IBS's)Let m1; : : : ;mn be n IBS's on the same frame 
, andlet r be an associative operation on BS's. The com-bination of m1; : : : ;mn by r is de�ned as the IBSm = m1r : : :rmn with bounds:m�(A) = min(m1 ;::: ;mn)2m1�:::�mn(m1r : : :rmn)(A)m+(A) = max(m1 ;::: ;mn)2m1�:::�mn(m1r : : :rmn)(A)for all A 2 [0; 1]
. �It may be shown [2] that, for any IBS's m1, m2 andm3, we have:(m1rm2)rm3 � m1rm2rm3:Hence, given a sequence of n IBS m1; : : : ;mn thestrategy of combining them one by one using the bi-nary operator introduced in De�nition 2 leads to pes-simistic lower and upper bounds for the belief intervalsintroduced more rigorously in De�nition 3.The practical determination ofm =m1rm2 for someIBS m1 and m2 and some set operation r requires tosearch for the extrema of a quadratic function'A(m1;m2) = XBrC=Am1(B)m2(C); (13)under linear and box constraints. The solution of thisproblem is trivial when the sum in the right-hand sideof (13) contains only one term, since we then simplyhave a product of two non interactive variables. A re-sult with considerably higher level of generality wasobtained in [2], in which we derived an analytical ex-pression for (m1 \m2)(A) in the case where m2 is asimple IBS, i.e., F(m2) = fF;
g for some F 2 [0; 1]
.In the most general case, however, an explicit solu-tion to the above quadratic programming problem isdi�cult to obtain, and one has to resort to numeri-cal procedures. A very e�cient algorithm based on analternate directions scheme is described in [2].

3.4 Normalization of an IBSAs already mentioned in Section 2, the normality con-dition to be imposed on BS's under the closed-worldassumption may be de�ned, in a fuzzy environment, ashF = 1 for all F 2 F(m). By analogy, an IBS m willbe said to be normal if it contains only normal BS's,which can be expressed as hF = 1 for all F 2 F(m).The aim of this section is to introduce extensions of theDempster and Yager normalization procedures, allow-ing to convert subnormal IBS's into normal ones. Asit involves only linear transformations, the Yager pro-cedure is considerably simpler, and will therefore beexamined �rst.Let m be an IBS with crisp or fuzzy focal elements.The normalized form of m, according to the Yagerprocedure, will be de�ned as the IBS m� with bounds:m��(A) , minm2mm�(A) (14)m�+(A) , maxm2mm�(A); (15)for all A in [0; 1]
, with m�(A) de�ned by (10). Thebounds of m� may therefore be found as the solutionsto very simple linear programming problems. It is easyto show that:m��(A) = max0@ XF�=Am�(F ); 1� XF� 6=Am+(F )1Am�+(A) = min0@ XF�=Am+(F ); 1� XF� 6=Am�(F )1A :Conceptually, the extension of the Dempster normal-ization procedure to IBS's may be performed in exactlythe same way as for Yager's procedure. Given an ar-bitrary IBS m, its normalized form, according to theDempster procedure, will be de�ned as the IBS m�with bounds:m��(A) , minm2mm�(A) (16)m�+(A) , maxm2mm�(A); (17)for all A in [0; 1]
, with m�(A) de�ned by (9). How-ever, because of the non linearity of (9), the practicaldetermination ofm� is signi�cantly more di�cult thanthat of m�. This problem was solved exactly in [2] forthe case where all focal elements of m are crisp. We



showed that:m��(A) = m�(A)1�m�(;) _0BB@1� XB 6=AB 6=; m+(B) �m�(A)1CCAm�+(A) = m+(A)1�m+(;) ^0BB@1� XB 6=AB 6=; m�(B) �m+(A)1CCAwhere _ and ^ denote, respectively, the max and minoperations, and A is a non empty focal element of m.In the more general case in which some focal elementsof m are fuzzy, the bounds of m� are the solutions ofnon linear programming problems for which no ana-lytic solution is, to our knowledge, available. Thesevalues thus have to be computed numerically using aniterative non linear optimization procedure.4 Fuzzy-valued belief structures4.1 De�nitionIn many applications, the degrees of belief in varioushypotheses are either directly obtained through ver-bal statements such as \high", \very low", \around0.8", or are inferred from \vague" evidence expressedlinguistically in a similar way. In such situations, itis di�cult to avoid arbitrariness in assigning a precisenumber, or even an interval, to each hypothesis. Fuzzynumbers have been proposed as a suitable formalismfor handling such kind of ambiguity in modeling sub-jective probability judgments [5]. A fuzzy number maybe viewed as an elastic constraint acting on a certainvariable which is only known to lie \around" a certainvalue. It generalizes both concepts of real number andclosed interval.In this section, we introduce the new concept of afuzzy-valued belief structure (FBS), which will be de-�ned a fuzzy set of GBS's on 
, whose belief massesare restricted by fuzzy numbers.Definition 4A fuzzy-valued belief structure (FBS) is a normalfuzzy subset em of S
 such that there exist n elementsF1; : : : ; Fn of [0; 1]
, and n non null fuzzy numbersemi; 1 � i � n such that, for every m 2 S
,� em(m) , ( min1�i�n�emi (m(Fi)) if Pni=1m(Fi) = 10 otherwise �

Remark: The assumption that em is a normal fuzzyset imposes certain conditions on fuzzy numbers emi.More precisely, the fact that � em(m) = 1 for some mimplies that �emi (m(Fi)) = 1 for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.Hence, for all i, m(Fi) belongs to the core 1 emi ofemi. The BS m thus belongs to an IBS with bounds[1 em�i ; 1 em+i ]. In particular, this implies thatnXi=1 1 em�i � 1 and nXi=1 1 em+i � 1:As suggested in the above remark, each BS m belong-ing to the core of a FBS em constrained by fuzzy num-bers emi, belongs to an IBS bounded by the cores ofthe emi. Conversely, it is obvious that a BS m suchthat m(Fi) 2 1 emi for all i has full membership to em.Hence, we may deduce that the core of a FBS em con-strained by fuzzy numbers emi is an IBS 1 em boundedby the cores of the emi. This result may be extendedto any �-cut of em, which may be shown to have avery simple characterization in terms of the �-cuts ofthe fuzzy numbers constraining em, as stated in thefollowing proposition.Proposition 1Let em be a FBS de�ned by n elements F1; : : : ; Fnof [0; 1]
 and n fuzzy numbers em1; : : : ; emn. For any� 2]0; 1], the �-cut of em is an IBS � em with bounds� emi for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. �Proof: Let � be any real number in ]0; 1], and � em the�-cut of em. By de�nition,� em = fm 2 S
j� em(m) � �g:The condition � em(m) � � may be translated tomin1�i�n�emi (m(Fi)) � � and nXi=1m(Fi) = 1which is equivalent tom(Fi)) 2 � emi 8i and nXi=1m(Fi) = 1:Since the emi are fuzzy numbers, their �-cuts are closedintervals. Hence, � em is an IBS. �As in the case of IBS's, it is useful to de�ne a uniquerepresentation of a FBS em, in the form of fuzzy num-bers assigned to each focal elements. This may beachieved by considering the upper and lower boundsof all its �-cuts. More precisely, let us denote:�m�(Fi) , minm2� emm(Fi)�m+(Fi) , maxm2� emm(Fi):
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Figure 2: Representation of a FBS in the probabilitysimplex. Each polyhedron corresponds to an �-cut ofthe FBS.The fuzzy set em(Fi) with �-cuts � em(Fi) =[�m�(Fi);�m+(Fi)] satis�es all the axioms of a fuzzynumber. Hence, a FBS may be seen a fuzzy mappingassigning a fuzzy number to each A 2 [0; 1]
 (withem(A) = 0 for all A 62 fF1; : : : ; Fng).As for IBS's, we may de�ne a focal element of a FBS emas a crisp or fuzzy subset of 
 that receives a positivemass of belief from at least one BS with non zero mem-bership to em. The set F( em) of focal elements of em isthus identical to F(0+ em), the set of focal elements ofthe support of em.The membership function � em of a FBS with at mostthree focal elements may be visualized in the probabil-ity simplex as a surface, the contours of which are thepolyhedrons corresponding to the �-cuts of em. Sucha representation is shown in Figure 2.4.2 Fuzzy credibility and plausibilityThe fuzzy credibility and plausibility of a crisp or fuzzysubset A of 
 induced by a FBS may be de�ned byapplying the extension principle to (6) and (5), re-spectively. Generally speaking, the extension princi-ple provides a canonical way of �nding the range ofa function f whose arguments are restricted by a cer-tain possibility distribution [14, 3]. In the case whereeach variable exi is restricted by a possibility distribu-tion �exi , and where the variables are constrained tolie within a domain D, their image ez = f(ex1; : : : ; exn)under f is de�ned as a fuzzy set with membershipfunction: �ez(w) , supu1;::: ;unmini �exi(ui) (18)under the constraints w = f(u1; : : : ; un) and(u1; : : : ; un) 2 D.

By applying this principle to (6), we may de�ne thefuzzy credibility of A as a fuzzy set gbel(A) with mem-bership function:�gbel(A)(w) , supfm2Djbelm(A)=wg min1�i�n� em(Fi)(m(Fi))where D is the set of GBS'sm such thatPni=1m(Fi) =1. This equation may be written more simply as:�gbel(A)(w) , supfmjbelm(A)=wg� em(m) (19)As shown by Dubois and Prade [3], (18) de�nes a fuzzynumber when the exi are fuzzy numbers and the domainD is de�ned by linear equality constraints. Hence,gbel(A) de�ned by (19) is a fuzzy number. Its �-cut isde�ned by: �gbel(A) , minm2� em belm(A);which is nothing but the credibility interval inducedby the IBS � em. Similarly, using (5) as a de�nitionfor the plausibility plm(A) of a crisp or fuzzy subset Aof 
, induced by a BS m, the fuzzy plausibility of Amay be de�ned as a fuzzy number with membershipfunction: � epl(A)(w) , supfmjplm(A)=wg � em(m): (20)Its �-cut is the plausibility interval induced by � em.Remark: The manipulation of fuzzy numbers maybe considerably simpli�ed by using the LL parameter-ization introduced by Dubois and Prade [5]. When thefuzzy masses em(F ) assigned by em are fuzzy numbersof type LL, thengbel(A) and epl(A) de�ned by (19) and(20) are also LL fuzzy numbers [5]. Their parametersmay be calculated by applying the formula given byTheorem 1 to the core and support of em.4.3 Combination of FBS'sA binary operation r on BS's may be generalizedto FBS's by applying the extension principle to (8).Given two FBS's em1 and em2, their combination byr may be de�ned as a FBS em assigning to eachA 2 [0; 1]
 a fuzzy number em(A) = ( em1r em2)(A)with membership function� em(A)(w) = supfm1;m2gmin[� em1(m1); � em2(m2)]under the constraint (m1rm2)(A) = w. The �-cutof em(A) is an interval � em(A) = [� em(A)�;� em(A)+]with� em(A)� = min(m1 ;m2)2� em1�� em2(m1rm2)(A)� em(A)+ = max(m1 ;m2)2� em1�� em2(m1rm2)(A)
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